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Multi-Function Packaging Machine
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Part.1
Product 

Description
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Sample & Suitable Material 
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Product Description

Material Sealing Way Weight Range

Powder

Granule

3-Side Sealing

Back Sealing

1-50g

1-100g

100-500g

100-1000g

Liquid

2-120ml

50-250ml

100-500ml

Paste
3-60ml

20-120ml
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Multi-Function Packaging Machine

Weighing machine Packing machine

BASIC ONE:POWDER AND GRANUEL
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Ordinary 
hopper

Vertical mixing 
hopper

Horizontal 
mixing hopper

LIQUID AND PASTE 



It can be used alone to weigh: 

powder, grain, tea bag, dried fruit...

Available sizes: 

1-25g, 1-50g,2-100g, 5-50g,

10-999g,20-300g,20-5000g

There are two kinds: 

ordinary  /  spiral
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The upper part：Weighing machine
 Spiral
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vibrator
Make powder unloading easier

Powder 
machine

Granule 
machine

Spiral

Feeding is more uniform, 

does not damage the material, 

avoids material blocking
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Hopper Upgrade

Ordinary hopper Vertical mixing hopper Horizontal mixing hopper
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Shaper / Former

The shaper can be 
added according to 
the size of the bag.
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UPGRADE FUNCTION

1.Date Printer

2.Cursor Positioning

The production date, expiry 
date and batch number can be 
printed, and it can be printed in 
three rows at most.

It can be used to accurately 
lacate the length of bag with 
colorful printed patterns，
reaching the percent positionng 
and bag cutting length with 
zero error

Digital display
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filter 
paper

transparent 
film

Yin and 
Yang film

aluminum 
foil film

blue film green film yellow film red film

Ordinary film，about 3kg/roll

Custom film，MOQ is 100kg

Supply customized film 
Food Grade



Part.2
WHY CHOOSE US?
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 Different MATERIAL QUALITY

OURS

Stainless steel body Plastic inkjet
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Firmly 3mm thickness

Guarantee nice round shape

 Different 304 stainless steel QUALITY

Market thin thickness 1.0mm

Easy curve

OURS
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 Different Polish treatment

Do polish for both inside and 
outside hopper

Best protect the filling product 
saftey &health

Low quality polish

Dirty the filled product

OURS



Free voltage change 

Service Advantages:
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8 materials for selection

Video test machine 
before shipment

Fastest delivery 
Best packing 

QC guarantee:

Free test film

110v/220v

2-5days
film + foam + carton + wooden case + 
winding film + packing belt
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QC PROCESS ( video ,third parts inspection )  
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Packing: film +foam +carton box +wooden case 
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Customers' praise:
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Upgraded machine A

4-side sealing way 
packing machine Hanging line packaging machine
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Upgraded machine B

Horizontal packaging machine



Part.3
About us

JIANGYIN BRENU INDUSTRY TECHNOLOGY 

Co.,Ltd is a large -scale manufacturing enterprise 

which is professional on the manufacturing &selling 

of packing machine ,owns the professional 

tem,main job including business 

negotiation,production deisgn,purchase 

department.produce ,QC,packing,import and 

export,logistical arrangement  and so on.

Our product include automatic packing 

machine，sealing machine , filling 

machine ,capping machine , label machine , caton 

machine ,  and so on . At the same time , our most 

advantage is supply chain ,collected more than 

1000 difference supplier for packing material ！
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No List Description 
1 Located 300km to Shanghai Pudong airport(car 4 hours)

2 Establish time 2008
3 Certificate CE ,SGS , ISO9001:2015,COC
4 Export percent 100%
5 Market Asian ,south or north America, Europe，Africa
6 Advertisement Alibaba top one supplier 
7 Main production Packing machines,Hot stamping machines,brass logo or 

letter stamps,Wooden drum ,tannery dry machine , 
stainless steel machine 

8 Key parts control Metal parts precision made by cut human or CNC
9 QC system Raw material ,brand inspection ,precision 

parts ,assembly check inspection, before shipment 
Picture ,video send to buyer 

10 Sales service Engineer :MR.JI (851439108@@dchpack.com)
Online service:Lily(sales2@dchpack.com)
Material Purchase manager:Tina(master@dchpack.com)
Sales chief executive :Jessica(sales6@dchpack.com)
salesman:Seiling(sales1@dchpack.com)

11 Guarantee Quality ,packing,delivery time and trade assurance
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